Quantum Inspired Shape Representation for Content Based Image Retrieval
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Abstract

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a technique in which images are indexed based on their visual contents and retrieving is only based upon these indexed images contents. Among the visual contents to describe the image details is shape. Shape of object, is considered as the most important distinguishable feature which living things can easily recognize, which is also a fact while this line is being written, and large efforts are currently underway in describing image contents by their shapes. Inspired by the core foundation of quantum mechanics, a new easy shape representation for content based image retrieval is proposed by borrowing the concept of quantum superposition into the basis of distance histogram. Results show better retrieval accuracy of the proposed method when compared with distance histogram.
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1. Introduction

In shape-based content image retrieval, a good retrieval accuracy requires an effective shape descriptor to perceptually find similar shapes from a database, this means that the descriptor should also retrieve the rotated, scaled and translated shapes which are known as the robustness requirements. Another important requirement is that the ability of shape descriptor to hierarchaly represent image content which can achieve a high level of matching efficiency. This is because shapes can be compared at coarse level of detail thus eliminating large amount of dissimilar shape and then compared at finer level of detail. There are many important application areas of shape-based content image retrieval, and it can be used in medical diagnosis for medical image by identifying similar past cases [1]-[5]. Another important application is in crime investigation to retrieve the most similar suspects owing similar face shapes with target one, moreover, shape-based content image retrieval is...
important in security check for finger print or retina scanning for access privileges. Doing this research in this field can also help chemists, biologists, geologists in their fields too, thus, making shape-based content image retrieval [6]-[14] more adequate than other visual content based image retrieval systems.

Distance histograms based methods [15]-[19] are an effective contour based shape representation methods, which contain statistical information about the shape of object that can be used to describe shape of target. Distance histograms have the ability to be invariable to translation, rotation and normalization, making it invariant to scaling. However, these distance histograms only reflect the statistical characteristic information of the shape rather than spatial information. Therefore, many alternative approaches have been proposed to reflect spatial information and most of these methods use the total number pixels with same centroidal distance as a measure, hence, these traditional distance-based histograms lack the ability to extract spatial relationship effectively.

In recent years, quantum mechanics concepts and theories have been cooperated into computer science [20][21], information theory, signal processing, the employment of physical quantum systems and the realization of the information they convey are considered as the break down debate in the classical world at present. Furthermore, there has been some work done using a quantum information theory approach for classical problems by Eldar and Oppenheim [22].

Oppenheim and Eldar are the first to bring forward the concepts and theories of quantum signal processing (Quantum Signal Processing, QSP). QSP applies the math foundations of quantum mechanics to signal processing, which is aimed at first developing new or modifying existing signal processing algorithms by borrowing from the principles of quantum mechanics. Since then QSP has attracted a lot of researcher to research it. Tseng and Hwang [23] proposed a quantum image edge detection algorithm which takes advantage of quantum superposition and quantum state collapse theories by means of random observation. These methods depend on mapping pixel gray level from image space into quantum space. Nölß, Ömer and Suda [24] proposed a new representation for HSI color space by mapping hue and saturation into quantum space. These researches provided us with some digital image processing methods based on quantum theory and opened up the thought to develop a new quantum inspired a shape representation method.

2. Background
2.1. CBIR Components

A classical CBIR system consists of the following three main stages which are shown in Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Components of CBIR (image from [3]).](image-url)
a) **Feature extraction**: image is processed to extract features in order to represent image content as numeric values which are called feature vectors.

b) **Image indexing**: image database are indexed and represented by their feature vectors.

c) **Compare and retrieval**: in this stage a query image is compared with database images according to their extracted feature vectors in order to retrieve the most relevant ones in ranked order.

Image feature extraction plays an important role in the image retrieval process and the most common extracted features are color, texture and shape. Among them, shape is considered the most powerful important feature for image indexing and retrieval. Shape feature extraction from a given image is called shape representation. Shape representation methods tend to effectively find perceptually important shape features based on boundary information or interior content and these features are evaluated by how accurately they retrieve similar shapes from a designated database.

### 2.2. Shape Representation Methods

Shape representation methods are generally classified into two main categories: contour-based or region-based [6] [7], which mean the shape feature is either extracted from contour only or shape whole region. Under each category, different methods are further classified into global and structural which correspond to whether a shape is represented as a whole or represented by segments (primitives).

Contour shape representation methods exploit the boundary information and tend to contain critical information about the shape of object they are divided to global and structural approaches. In global approaches, the shape boundary is not divided into subparts and treated as a whole and a feature vector is derived for the whole boundary. The matching between two shapes is performed by finding the distance between their corresponding feature vectors which is usually conducted by Euclidian distance or city block distance [25].

Among contour based shape representation methods is shape signature which result in one dimensional function derived from shape boundary points. Many shape signatures have been proposed such as, centroidal profile, complex coordinates, centroidal distance signature as shown in Figure 2, tangent angle, cumulative angle, curvature, area and chord-length. Shape signature tend to be scale and translation invariant when normalized, however, shift matching is needed in order compensate orientation requirements which is considered time consuming during comparison. Therefore, most shape signatures are quantized into signature histogram which is rotationally invariant.

Centroidal distances histogram is an effective contour shape representation method which is invariable to translation and rotation. Normalization makes distances histogram invariable to scaling. During feature extraction centroidal distances are computed between points on the shape boundary and the centroid of shape, these distances contain information about the shape of target. Fan [18] used distance histogram (DH) to describe the shape of target by sampling the centroidal distances into buckets resulting in a histogram denoted as:

\[
D(d_0, d_1, \ldots, d_{N-1})
\]

where \(N\) is the number of buckets in the histogram and \(d_i\) is the total number of centroidal distances which were discretized into bucket \(i\).

However, the consideration of spatial relationship is neglected in centroidal distance histogram and two different shapes may have the same distance histogram several methods were proposed to solve this problem, for example, a shape feature vector called distance coherence is proposed in [17], and the main idea is divide pixel in each interval of histogram into coherent and incoherent. This approach takes the advantages of the spatial information of contour effectively.

### 3. Theory of QSP

In classical information processing, the state 0 or 1 is used to represent the binary bit. In QSP the bit is called...
qubit (pronounced qbit) and its state is represented as the superposition of two quantum states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ as follow:

$$|\phi\rangle = \alpha|0\rangle + \beta|1\rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are probability amplitudes of states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$, and $|\alpha|^2$, $|\beta|^2$ are the measurement probability of state $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ respectively. In single qubit system, $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ are the two ground states such that $|\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1$ must be satisfied. In quantum world, this means the state of qubit can be found in state $|0\rangle$ and state $|1\rangle$ simultaneously but with different probabilities and once a measurement is carried out it will collapse into classical bit which can be found either in state $|0\rangle$ or $|1\rangle$.

For digital images, a pixel grey level value is mapped from image space into pixel qubit in quantum system space by imitating the mathematical expression in Equation (2). Let $f(m,n)$ be a normalized input image, $f(m,n) \in \{0,1\}$ is the grey level value of the $(m,n)$ pixel, Statically The $(m,n)$ pixel qubit can be defined as:

$$\sqrt{1-f(m,n)}|0\rangle + \sqrt{f(m,n)}|1\rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Such that $\sqrt{1-f(m,n)}$ and $\sqrt{f(m,n)}$ are the appearance probabilities for pixel grey level being at state 0 and 1 simultaneously.

### 4. Quantum Distance Histogram Shape Representation

In this section we introduce the structure of quantum distance histogram (QDH) by incorporating the principle of quantum superposition from quantum mechanics into distance into the basis of distance histogram

#### 4.1. Pixel Centroidal Distance Qubit

Pixel centroidal distance qubit is the basis for the new method and computed by transforming centroidal distances of pixels along shape contour from 2D space into quantum space. Let $C^2$ be a given 2D shape contour and $p(x,y) \in C^2$ is point along the contour. Then $d(x,y)$ is the normalized centroidal distance in the range $[0,1]$. The transformation of point distance $d(x,y)$ into quantum bit $|d(x,y)\rangle$ is the superposition of two quantum states $|0\rangle$ and $|1\rangle$ which is expressed by the following equation:

$$|d(x,y)\rangle = \sqrt{1-d(x,y)}|0\rangle + \sqrt{d(x,y)}|1\rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

For certain point centroidal distance $d_i(x,y)$, its correlative characteristic with neighboring pre-post points centroidal distances along shape boundary is made up by superpositioning their state in bi-qubits system defined as:

$$|d_{i-1}(x,y), d_{i+1}(x,y)\rangle = \sqrt{1-d_{i+1}(x,y)}\sqrt{1-d_{i-1}(x,y)}|00\rangle + \sqrt{1-d_{i+1}(x,y)}\sqrt{d_{i+1}(x,y)}|01\rangle$$

$$+ \sqrt{d_{i+1}(x,y)}\sqrt{1-d_{i-1}(x,y)}|10\rangle + \sqrt{d_{i+1}(x,y)}\sqrt{d_{i+1}(x,y)}|11\rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Thinking at the quantum level, we made a kind of blending among neighboring points centroidal distances on the $i$th point location such that it will constitute all states of the built up bi-qubits system simultaneously with different probabilities. Thus, the state of point location fluctuates among $|00\rangle$, $|01\rangle$, $|10\rangle$ and $|11\rangle$ states until it collapse into definite state by measurement, thereby, existing this action exhibited from the quantum level.

#### 4.2. Quantum Distance Histogram (QDH)

The proposed QDH is a feature vector shape representation which combines DH and quantum superposition. Firstly, points centroidal distance are transformed into quantum space, then a measurement is performed per each point to find its state. QDH is expressed as follows:

$$\text{QDH} : \{q_0, q_1, \ldots, q_{n-1}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $q_i$ is the total number of points possessing the $i$th state in n-qubits system.

QDH possess the invariability to translation and rotation, since points centroidal distance is not influenced by
translation on the other side rotation has no influence on the distribution of points states, hence QDH posses the invariability to rotation. However, scaling invariability can be solved by dividing each total number of points in the \( i \)th state in QDH by the total number of points for the whole states of QDH. Therefore the elements of QDH will be normalized in the range between 0 and 1.

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Similarity Measure

Once the designated database is indexed based on the extracted shape features, querying for most relevant images to a given image shape feature is performed by comparing the extracted shape representation with the designated database. In most CBIR, the distance between two images features is used to measure their similarity. The smaller the distance value, the smaller the difference between images, therefore, the more similar of images. One of the most used distance methods to measure the similarity between compared images is the Minkowsky distance. Minkowsky distance is based on \( L_p \) norm which is expressed as:

\[
L_p (X,Y) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - y_i|^{p} \right)^{\frac{1}{p}}
\]

when \( p = 1 \) or \( p = 2 \), it is called the city block distance and Euclidean distance respectively as expressed below in Equation (8) and Equation (9) accordingly:

\[
L_1 (X,Y) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - y_i|
\]

\[
L_2 (X,Y) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} |x_i - y_i|^{2} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]

In this paper, Equation (8) is employed as a measure to find the similarity between compared image’s feature vectors.

5.2. Performance Evaluation

Precision and recall are the most common used metrics to evaluate the performance of image retrieval algorithms. Where precision is the percent of relevant images retrieved in the answer set, while recall is the percent of relevant images retrieved to the all relevant images in the designated database and they are defined as below:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{No.of relevent images retrieved}}{\text{No.of all images retrieved in answer set}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{No.of relevent images retrieved}}{\text{No.of all relevent images in entir database}}
\]

In the experiment, we use precision and recall measures for the first N images retrieved as an evaluation criteria for the proposed method. In addition, the average precision and average recall measures are used to analyze the effectiveness of the QDH. The performance of QDH was compared with DH.

5.3. Experiments

In the forthcoming experiments, 4-qubits representation (16 states) is used to create the feature vector for the QDH method. For DH, the number of total bins for the feature vector is adjusted to 20 bins.

For results shown in both Figure 3 and Figure 4, we randomly selected 400 images from different classes of MPEG-7 shape database as our test images for the first 10 and 20 answers respectively. QDH was able to achieve a precision rate of 60% and recall rate of 30% for the first 10 retrieved answers while DH achieved a precision rate of 42% and recall rate of 20%. In Addition, the precision and recall rates achieved by QDH for the first 20 retrieved answers were 46%, while DH has performed a recall and precision rate of 29%.
In Figure 5 we have also performed another comparative experiment between DH and QDH by randomly selecting 100 different images from MPEG-7 database and computed precision and recall answer after answer for the first 10 retrievals in order to obtain the average recall and average precision. Results indicate, for the first 2 retrieved answers, both DH and QDH have accurately retrieved correct answers with precision rate of 100% and 80%. For the rest 8 answers QDH has performed better precision rate which means more similar images retrieved. This is contributed to the fact that, QDH not only consider the statistical information about the shape of object, it also has the ability to reflect the relationship between centroidal distances by superpositoining their states in 4-qubits system which led to more precise representation, hence more accurate retrieval.

In Figure 6 and Figure 7, we show the top 10 retrievals for six sample images obtained by the proposed QDH and DH respectively. The first image in the answer set is the query image itself, since the computed distance between their feature vectors is exactly zero. The rest 9 images are the most similar ones. Crystal clear, QDH representation achieves better retrievals when compared with those retrieved by DH. Thanks to quantum superposition, more shape details are retained and confined into one dimensional vector during feature extraction, therefore, more precise representation and consequently better retrieval results.
Figure 6. Sample retrievals by proposed method (QDH).
search space and then perform retrieval based on 6-qubits system. At the first stage of retrieval, a coarse retrieval using 4-qubits QDH is employed to filter images from database to reduce the system during feature extraction. For example, a system of 6-qubits is constructed for each pixel along shape about the correlative relationship for this pixel with its neighbor ones, therefore, finer representation. At the first boundary by transforming the centroidal distances of its three consecutive post and previous neighbor pixels into the concept of quantum superposition. The proposed algorithm was able to correlate the centroidal distances in-...
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